Breakfast Blend
Perfectly balanced, exquisitely smooth. Wake up to this lively blend of South & Central American beans.

Caballo Columbian Roast
Full-bodied coffee with less brightness and snap; perfect for easy-drinking, with soft nuttiness, big sweetness and low acidity.

Simply put, signature roasts reflect our people, our creativity and our passion for coffee. By carefully combining various beans from all over the world, we create a unique, pleasing and distinctive coffee experience for just about any coffee lover.

2020 SPRING PRODUCT SALE

Single Serve Coffee K-Cups
Keurig 2.0 Compatible

10 ct.
1.5 oz. Variety Boxes
20 ct.
10 oz. Ground Packages

– 10 oz. Coffee Descriptions –

SIGNATURE ROAST
Simply put, signature roasts reflect our people, our creativity and our passion for coffee. By carefully combining various beans from all over the world, we create a unique, pleasing and distinctive coffee experience for just about any coffee lover.

Breakfast Blend
Perfectly balanced, exquisitely smooth. Wake up to this lively blend of South & Central American beans.

Caballo Columbian Roast
Full-bodied coffee with less brightness and snap; perfect for easy-drinking, with soft nuttiness, big sweetness and low acidity.

SPECIALITY FLAVOR
Flavored Coffees are our speciality. Berres Brothers coffee has incredible taste in our special flavored gourmet coffee blends.

Boy Scout Blend
Exquisitely creamy, delectably sweet. An indulgence of rich buttery vanilla, frosted with decadent caramel.

Highlander Grogg
Indulgently sweet, richly enticing. Our top seller...an explosion of caramel, butterscotch and hazelnut.

Sea Salt Caramel
Delectably sweet, exquisitely delicious. A caramel drizzle with a pinch of salt.

Vanilla Wave
Smooth with notes of the original Highlander Grogg swirled into a delightful vanilla symphony.

DECAF
A solvent-based process in which the caffeine is extracted from the beans at high pressure near the solvent's boiling point. At the conclusion of the process, the caffeine has been safely removed without affecting the beans or their flavor capacity.

Decaf Highlander Grogg
Indulgently sweet, richly enticing. Our top seller...an explosion of caramel, butterscotch and hazelnut.

Helping put happiness into the lives of others!
BB CUPS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH THE KEURIG 2.0

Thank you for Supporting the Boy Scouts of America, Potawatomi Area Council!

BB CUPS

Boy Scout Blend
French Caramel Cream
Cinnamon Hazelnut
Cinnamon Island
Caramel
Chocolate Chip Cookie
Chocolate Mint
French Vanilla
REG Highlander Grogg
DECAF Highlander Grogg
French Caramel Cream
DECAF French Caramel Cream
Reg Breakfast Blend
DECAF Breakfast Blend
Breakfast Blend | Chocolate Raspberry Hazelnut
French Caramel Cream | French Vanilla | Highlander Grogg
Sea Salt Caramel | Southern Pecan Cream | Turtle Sundae
Streusel Cake | Turtle Sundae | Vanilla Nut

10 Count Single-serve Variety Box
20 Count Single-serve Variety Box

BB CUPS

 Seller Name: 
Unit Type: 
Unit Number: 
Address: 
Phone: 

GRAND TOTAL: 

70% of Sales Supporting Local Scouting!

SALE ENDS: FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 2020

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

Please email questions: coffee@pacbsa.org